How can you **effectively manage** the filings process amid a changing **regulatory environment**?

**Get More Done With One**

**Introducing RBsourceFilings**

A comprehensive SEC research and workflow tool that brings together everything you need in one search to ensure better legal practice.

**A New Way to do SEC Law and Filings-Related Research**

With integrated statutory authority, SEC Guidance, EDGAR Filings, SEC No-Action Letters, and SEC Comment Letters, **RBsourceFilings** gives securities practitioners a complete view of the regulatory disclosure landscape, enabling them to better assess and monitor policies, directives, and company disclosures in filings research and preparation.

**A Complete Regulatory and SEC Filings Research Solution**

**RBsourceFilings** aligns with the practitioner workflow and integrates disparate components of securities law and filings research into an intuitive, streamlined process. Through intelligent content integration and editorially created topic relationships, the system surfaces both SEC Filings and the legal and regulatory materials vital to understanding those filings. Using global search and powerful filters, practitioners can quickly find the targeted results they need. For specific filings research, practitioners can quickly drilled down to the information they need via the EDGAR Quick Search widget.

**A Leader in Serving Securities Practitioners**

With our established editorial expertise in securities regulatory content since 1933, Wolters Kluwer is a trusted leader for corporations, law firms, financial services firms, government regulators and policy-makers—from the renowned *Securities Act Handbook (Red Book)* to **RBsource** to the new **RBsourceFilings**.

**Know. Right. Now.**

**VISIT**

wklawbusiness.com/RBsourceFilings

**FOR YOUR FREE TRIAL TODAY!**
**RBsourceFilings** intelligently integrates and contextually links primary law, SEC Guidance, EDGAR Filings, No-Action Letters and Staff Comment Letters providing multiple pathways into the content to match your workflow.

**Rapid Access to Edgar Filings**
The EDGAR QUICK SEARCH widget provides rapid access to specific EDGAR filings.

**Global Search to Streamline Your Research Process**
Global search allows you to search across primary law and EDGAR Filings, including exhibits, No-Action Letters and Comment Letters, all in one step, so you can quickly get to the answers you need.

**Customizable Productivity Tools**
A variety of productivity tools to increase your workflow efficiency, including: New & Updated Content, Alerts, Favorites, Worklists, Notes and Highlight, History, and Citation Search Widget.

**Intuitive Navigation by Content Categories and Document Types for Fast Results**
The ability to launch into different content, forms, topics, and documents types right from the dashboard provides multiple research approaches depending on your workflow needs.
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SEARCH FILTERS GET THE TARGETED RESULTS YOU NEED
Powerful filters such as "Form Types", "Filer Status", "Industry or SIC Code", "States of Incorporation", "State of Headquarter", "Exchanges", and "Law Firm Lookup" allow you to drill down to the exact information you are looking for. You can also enter additional search terms and select Exhibits by title and number to narrow your search results.

TIME-SAVING FEATURE—COMPARISON & UPDATES
The Compare Feature for registration statements gives you a quick overview of changes so you can pinpoint any amendments to the document.

A POWERFUL SECTION SEARCH FEATURE
The Section search widget allows you to pinpoint text within specific sections of 8-K, 10-K, 10-Q, and S-1, and F-1 filings.

RBsourceFilings—A comprehensive SEC research and workflow tool that brings together the trusted primary source content from the Securities Act Handbook (Red Book) with SEC Guidance, Filings, No-Action Letters, and Staff Comment Letters into one intuitive, user-friendly tool to ensure better legal practice.

Learn how RBsourceFilings can help you prepare more accurate SEC filings today!
WKLawBusiness.com/RBsourceFilings | 1-800-638-8437